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 MPLS network is a delivering connection-oriented protocol based on labels with fixed 

length. Nowadays, this network is used in networks based on Internet protocol (IP). In 

open systems interconnection (OSI) model, the MPLS network is placed between Data 

Link layer and Network layer. MPLS network provides a combination of connection-

oriented mechanisms of IP-based networks (which are basically connectionless) and 

new procedures for engineering and traffic management in these networks. This 
network also benefits from Circuit-Switched network (like Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode or ATM) such as possibility of Bandwidth reservation and traffic management 

with the ability of developing and flexibility of IP-based networks. In this article has 
been tried to introduce the Quality of Service architecture (QOS-A) for MPLS network. 

Quality of Service Architecture based on MPLS network, benefits from Quality of 

Service (QOS) in the mood of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and the ability of 
developing Differentiated Services Of IP (DiffServ) . This Architecture considers to 

mutual effect of MPLS network with DiffServ on networks infrastructure or core and 

control the traffic through determined routes in the MPLS networks. At the end, this 
article introduces some of the Quality) architecture concisely.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 At the early of 1970s, Internet created and developed by DARPA for the first time. The main purpose of 

this project is confined to have relation between the networks of some universities and Ministry of Defense. 

Because one of the executive implementation purposes of this project or article was resistance against existing 

possible wrecks, all of databases were implemented in the endpoints. Today, IP is one of the greatest used 

protocol in data networks which is used as a universal key way of information. The only service which IP 

provided at that time was Best Effort Service. This service or way was very useful for functions which were not 

sensitive to Delay
 
and Loss

 
(Electronic Post). Best Effort service causes that the complexity is transferred to first 

points which are in the end route where the speed is usually less there and the network is implemented by the 

simplest way. The progressive development of using Internet shows this reality that Best Effort Service is a 

scalable and constant service. 

 

Best Effort Service lost its function for two reasons at the end of 80s: 

 Aggressive development of different functions such as: Real-Time video, peer-to-peer network, world-

wide-web that such functions wanted different services from the network 

 In 1994, Internet from a research network supported by the government changed to a commercial network.  

 Generally, the guarantee of quality of service is to develop the function of networks through providing 

different levels of service so that each of the users can deliver their service correctly with regard to existed 

limitations. In fact, quality of service considers to precedence between packets related to different classes that 

this discrimination and difference is proper to needs of each service. Today, computer networks provide variable 

services to their users (clients). Along with creating of routers and delivering lines with high-performance (or 

high capacity), the important issue is the way of end users' access and connection to network. The wireless 

systems with high bandwidth, is a good solution for fast connection of some subscriber station to central station. 

The advantages of these systems are the possibility of fast installation, high scalability, low keeping cost and 

low up to dating. These systems, specifically in developing countries, with inappropriate telecommunication 

infrastructures get important. The standard of IEEE 802.16 designed for systems with wireless high bandwidth 
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and on the basis of WMAN standards.  

 One of the remarkable characteristics in IEEE 802.16 Standard is the variety of supported services and the 

guarantee of quality of service for them. In the research which has been done so far about the IEEE 802.16 

standard, some have worked on providing of a general architecture for creating of quality of service in standard 

that some of them submitted "Scheduling mechanism" for the scheduling of the mentioned way. The other ones 

besides submit scheduling, are designing political, controllable parts and creating of low current. The other 

research which has been done are generally about "computing the length of competitive range and the output of 

standard physical layer that it does not belong to this existing research. Traffic in the internet networks caused 

the experts to look for a good solution and strategy for improving the network relationships. With extensity of 

the numbers of the internet users and the need for more bandwidth, the request is making larger fast for applying 

internet services and the providers of internet services for achieving this requests, need switches with more 

capacity. Now much more efforts are being done in order to achieve better quality of service. the technology of 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode or ATM which created by the hope of solving this problem, due to extensity and 

being famous of internet protocol (IP) , It couldn't substituted that and now the matter of integration internet 

protocol and Asynchronous Transfer Mode or ATM is one of the remarkable subjects in network matters as 

well. Today architectures of quality of service do not deal with characteristics of link layer. These architectures 

arise from existing differences in needs of quality of service in providing IP networks. 

 Also with regard to their nature, function slowly and as the result they cause to enter improper traffics into 

the networks and error in the Internet's function. This issue reveals the need for quality of service architecture 

that doesn't have the mentioned problems and has the advantages of existing architectures. In this article for 

achieving the mentioned purpose, we introduce a quality of service architecture based on MPLS and this 

architecture has used the advantages of DiffServ / ATM_ based architectures.  

 

2 Literature Review: 

2-1 Quality of Service (QOS): 

 The overall performance needed for transport of pack from source to destination that should be done by 

network (Sasan Adibi, Shervin Erfani, 2005). 

 Noor Hayati and his coworkers (2008) believe that there are some basic means of providing quality of 

service that the service providers should take them into account whenever they want to submit and these 

qualitative means are consist of speed, readiness, security and reliability (Nurhayati, et al., 2008). 

 From Kerali and his coworkers' point of view (1998), the quality of service of Internet networks, is an 

integration of needs of network at the time of transportation of traffic. Traffic represents a flow of parcels from 

source to target that they can be individual or in group (Craley, E.et al., 1998). The quality of service of network 

is a measurable benchmark of provided service to networks' users. Perimeter routers have some responsibilities 

such as classification of control algorithms, reception and management of structure of packet or packet or flow 

of the packets and the routers of the packet do some functions such as congestion management and preventing 

of it (congestion) (Cisco systems, 2001). 

 

2-2 Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS): 

 The mechanism of MPLS created for the purpose of improving the scalability and the performance of 

existing networks of Internet protocol (IP) and also providing of new services that were not accessible in 

traditional IP networks. 

 On the other hand this mechanism is designed for the purpose of creating abilities of layer 2 switching for 

the network of layer 3 IP like fast switching hardwire along with quality of service. So the mechanism of MPLS 

is considered as the layer 2,5 protocol , because it integrates the fast switching from layer 2 and the strong 

routings from layer 3 (Hassan Shahzad Kiani, Mirza Hamid Baig, 2010). 

 There are two kinds of network in Internet which are: IP-based networks (Internet protocol-based) and 

ATM-based networks (Asynchronous Transfer Mode-based) (Roberts, L., 2000). The key advantages of ATM-

based networks are consists of ability of traffic management and main privileges of IP-based networks are 

consist of ability of expansion and high flexibility. None of these two networks has a determinative superiority 

about the other one. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), provides MPLS Architecture as another standard 

by combining two mentioned networks (Rosen, E. et al., 2000). MPLS is a connection-oriented transport 

protocol with fixed-length labels. The concept of this switching with fixed-length is similar to the definitions of 

ATM and Frame Relay but not exactly the same (Giroux, N., 2001). 

 

2-3 Quality of Service Architecture: 

 Quality of Service means the quality of providing services. QoS is abbreviation of Quality of Service.  

 There are 4 factors or characteristics while receiving or transporting information that quality of service 

affect and control them: 

 Bandwidth :The expression of bandwidth means the rate of data transfer and receive from the Lan Card that 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1319157813000281#b0140
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is expressed in bits per second (bit/s) and can be received or transported without any errors. Quality of service 

due to ability of data compaction can affect on size of transmitted data and therefore can economy the used 

bandwidth.  

 Latency 

 Jitter 

 Packet Loss 

 

2-4 The basis of quality of service architecture: 

 The responsibilities of a general quality of service architecture network are consists of: 

 Creating some procedures for providing Service Level Agreements (SLA) which satisfies the clients such as 

the effective factors in quality of service like bandwidth, latency and Jitter. This agreement is a formal contract 

between service providers and the clients. 

 Signaling network management and Buffer allocation that allow the network accepts the requested level of 

service. RSVP is a kind of signaling protocol that is able to manage to reserve the needed resources  

 Obligation of users and processes for compliance of effective points in quality of service 

 Providing some procedures for control of traffic network in order to have proper quality of service  

 Creating some strategies for preventing from congestion , congestion management, queuing and scheduling 

that prevent from effect of destructive conditions of service level  

 Providing some procedures for attuning the policies of management control with network structure 

 Computation and issuance of invoices for provided services 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: elements of QOS architecture (Grenville, A., 2000). 

 

2-5 The criteria of quality of service: 

 For creating needed quality in provided services to clients, the criteria of quality of service should be 

expressed in measurable and quantitative manner. Criteria of quality of service are different with regard to type 

of network. Dissipation rate, jitter, maximum latency of cell transmission are some examples of QOS's 

parameters in ATM networks and also jitter of bandwidth, noise and fading are the criteria of QOS in wireless 

networks. features like cost and latency in transmission or receipt of the packets can be named as some of  the 

parameters of IP-based networks (shigang, C., 1999).We should consider that these benchmarks can be different 

in each network layer. For example, rate of Frame Error Rate (FER) is a benchmark in link layer and fading and 

Bit Error Rate (BER) are the benchmarks of physical layer.  

 

3 – The Basis of MPLS Architecture: 

 A) The performance of MPLS: the basis of MPLS's performance is classification and identification of 

packets of IP based on short identifier with fixed length named label which is used based on these packets to a 

switch or a router. 

 The routers or switches use this label only for switching or transmission of packets throughout the network 

and don't benefit from network layer addresses. The routers which allocate labels to packets called Label Edge 

Routers (LER) in perimeter of network and the modified routers and switches which use these labels for traffic 

transmission, called Label Switch Router (LSR).  

 A label switched path is a specific rout which a packet or a flow of packets move in it based on allocated 

labels to that packet or flow.  
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Fig. 2: MPLS Domain (Cisco systems, 2001). 

 

 Network layer routing can be divided into two main duties of control and transmission. The transmission 

element is responsible for transmitting the packets from input port to output port in a switch or router. The 

performance of transmission uses two transmission tables in router and carried data in the packet. The control 

element is consists of one or several protocol routing and algorithms that is responsible for editing and keeping 

the transmission tables.  

 Store-and-forward routing is based on received data to network. With the forwarding a packet in network, 

each router uses a header of network layer in that packet for obtaining the essential data of transmission. This 

data is applied in a routing table which is the determiner of the next hop of the packet. This process is repeated 

throughout the path of that packet. So the optimized path of transmission of a packet is determined by center 

router (or middle router) repeatedly. For optimizing the function of transmission, only the destination address is 

checked by the center routers and the other data such as the identity of IP and the VPN's data usually are not 

considered (Cisco systems, 2001). MPLS prevents from repetition of routing by concept of packets label.  

 B) The elements of MPLS: MPLS architecture contains control and transmission elements which are 

completely separate from each other and each element can be directly expanded and modified.  

1) Transmission elements of routing: the applied algorithm by transmission element of label switching uses a 

forwarding table and a table along with the packet. So any packet which comes from LER, a label is added that 

its length is fixed. The existing data in per packet contains destination, precedence, VPN membership, data of 

quality of service, resource reservation protocol and even closed path (Cisco systems, 2001). 

 The forwarding table of LSR is consists of a follow of inputs that each of these inputs contains an internal 

label and one or several derivational inputs. Each derivational input contains an output label, output interface 

and next-hop address.  Using more than one derivational input is corresponding to group-transmission (Cisco 

systems, 2001). A LSR can keep only one forwarding table for one router or any router interface. For the link 

layer protocols that cannot carry a label in their packets, the header of Shim MPL can be applied.  

The MPLD header is consists of 32 bits that is contained: 

- A 20-bit label 

- A 3-bit class of service (COS) that is able to apply for algorithms of queuing and  

- 1-bit label stack indicator  

- An 8-bit time to live (TTL) IP packet  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: MPLS Shim header structure (Davie, B., 2000)(Davie, B., 2000). 

 

 The used algorithm by transmission element is technically called Label Exchange algorithm. When a packet 

arrives to the middle LSR, the router separates the label from the packet and according to existing input in 

forwarding table, for each subsidiary input , it puts the label on it (what mentioned for derivational input) and 

transmit it to the assigned next-hop by the derivational input (Davie, B., 2000).Forwarding Equivalent Classes 

(FEC) is a subset of the packets with different headers that transfer to the same next-hop (Hassan Shahzad 

Kiani, Mirza Hamid Baig, 2010).MPLS provide a flexible mapping from flows of IP to LSPs based on FECs. 

When the packet enters MPLS area or domain, the allocation of a specific packet is done only once and the next 

routers do not any analysis on the packet header (Rosen, E. et al., 2000).Several flows of IP protocol can be 

mapped to the same FEC which has the ability of more integration by middle LSRs.  

 The transmission of packets in MPLS uses an algorithm that is different from common routing in network 

layer. Tables 1 and 2 indicate these differences. 

  2) The Router Control Element: the control element of LSR is responsible for data distribution of routing 

among LSRs and also the structure and keeping of forwarding tables. Data distribution of routing can be done 

by existing routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (PFOS
 
) and Routing information Protocol ( RIP

 
). 
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The structure of forwarding tables is required to creating and distribution of label related to other ISRs, creation 

of table in each middle routing, creation of LSP and data transmission by using of LSP (International 

Engineering Consortium, 2000). 

 MPLS architecture uses various techniques for creation and distribution FEC label related to other LSR for 

different applications (Rosen, E. et al., 2000).  

   
Table 1: The features of routing architecture in network layer (Davie, B., 2000). 

The performance of routing Routing of a packet Routing of a packet with all 
kinds of services 

Routing group of packets 

Transmission algorithm In this case, a long study is 

done on destination address. 

In this case a long study is 

done on destination address 

and also an exact study is done 
on the type of service. 

In this case a long study is 

done on resource address and 

also an exact study is done on 
the destination address and 

internal interface. 

 
Table 2: The features of label switching architecture (Davie, B., 2000). 

The performance of 

routing 

Routing of a packet Routing of a packet with all 

kinds of services 

Routing group of packets 

Transmission algorithm In each case , transmission is 

done by label exchange 

  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: the performance of internal LER and LRS (Junide, Network, 2001). 

 

4 – The introduction of Quality of Service architecture based on MPLS: 

 Resource network of figure 5 contains an Access Network (AN) with the ATM method which is connected 

to the Internet by optical fiber. With the intention of achieving quality of service and traffic engineering which is 

needed for IP-based networks, MPLS has been considered as another solution and strategy.  

The points and expectations from such strategy are: 

 The guarantee of quality of service for different kinds of applications, with different resource and 

destination 

 Providing traffic engineering in intra-autonomous system , inter-autonomous system, intra-area and inter-

area by the resource network management  

 Providing of resource network in different domains (optical fiber, wireless and twisted pair) 

 Providing security in transmitted data from resource to destination 

 The possibility of network design for multimedia traffic 

 Providing some mechanisms for congestion control and flow in order to help guarantees of QoS 

 Providing multicast services in order to help applications such as video conferences and remote teaching 

 Providing the projects of fault tolerance , replacement of important traffics 

  Administrative management of network throughout of networks for computing of invoices and issuance of 

them for various services 

 
Fig. 5: Quality of Service Architecture based on MPLS (Durham, D., et al., 2000; lto chan, K., et al., 2000). 
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4-1 Details of quality of service based on MPLS network: 

 Access network (AN) which is shown in figure 5, can be both wired or wireless. The networks can be 

connected to each other by copper wire or optical fiber. Wireless networks use electromagnetic waves in free 

space. These waves are called Radio Frequency (RF) or infrared. The Access Network can be a copper twisted 

pair (such as Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet or Token ring) or optical fiber. 

 
Table 3: Introduction of elements in quality of service architecture based on MPLS (Durham, D., et al., 2000; lto chan, K., et al., 2000).  

Interface Bandwidth BB Label Edge Router LER 

Element Management of MPLS 
(BB + TES) 

MME Access network AN 

Load Balancing Routing LBR Label Switching Router LSR 

Base Station BS Lambda Broker LB 

Traffic between access 
networks and ISPs 

 Tunnel among ISPs  

Traffic inter-area  Control messages  

 

 Implementation of End-To-End Path is consists of two phases: creating of internal path of network and 

making the paths that connect the networks together. In order to help for linking the paths , the element 

management of MPLS is applied.  

 MME contains a traffic engineering server and one or several bandwidth broker. TES , is a server in linking 

, caring and managing of MPLS and LSPs in intra-are and inter-area networks. Depends on the size of area, 

ranking of TESs is as server has direct or indirect communication links with LERs and LSRs of special area. 

The possible structures of TES and LRS are: 

 TES or TESs connected to all LERs and LRSs which are existed in the area 

 TES or alone TES to LERs existed in the area 

 For the facility of the performance, this architecture has connected directly all LERs and ISRs to TESs . To 

care of existed data in the networks and to exchange it (data) between LERs, TESs is based on archetypal open 

sharing service protocol and its next changes (Cops – PR protocol) (Durham, D., et al., 2000; lto chan, K., et al., 

2000).  

 The acts and reacts between LERs and LSRs use MPLS Signaling Protocol (CP-LOP, RSVP-TE).  

Performance in inter-area networks is based on SIBBS protocol (Internet, 2002).  

 BB element in MME is considered for reception control and resource management for network's QOS and it 

is constructed based on the architecture which is either given or not given. In this architecture that has a given 

and assigned area, BBS should take into account the characteristics and differences between different areas of 

networks. For example, providing of resource for fiber and wireless networks requires two different strategies 

which it can't be done by individual architecture.  

 In this architecture a multilevel QOS (mapping of QOS is similar to ATM in the edge of ISP networks and 

mapping of QOS similar to DiffServ in the core of networks) is considered. The main idea in this two-level 

architecture is improvement of interval criteria around the networks and the only adjustment of flow in the 

network's core. This task improves the controllable, flexible and the extensity of flows in the core of networks. 

Therefore, important characteristics of this architecture consists of mapping two-level QOS, individual 

management of network throughout a  MPLS-based control project, performance of SLP in inter-area , 

improvement of traffic engineering by management elements of network and separation of subjects and 

expectations of an output in the previous segment.  

 In MPLS networks along with SLPs that guarantee the bandwidth, the routing of the shortest path with the 

certain links, transmit some requests for performance of LSPs, however that these requests may be accepted 

under a different routing project (Aukia, P., et al., 2000).The better use of infrastructure network, as the 

guarantees of QOS is preserved, is a main principle in traffic engineering. MPLS can control the traffic path 

from interval node to external node, so it's proper for traffic engineering element and that's why the reception 

control for request can be done well. Traffic engineering, dissolve the problems of congestion which arises from 

improper traffic management. In general, the routers and switches are in the network and help it to achieve the 

following requirements: 

 Routing of the main paths around the key paths or the crowded areas in the network 

 How to route the traffic repeatedly 

 More optimized use of bandwidth 

 Improvement of the features of performance of network traffic, minimizing packet loss, reduction of time of 

congestion and enhancement of reception capacity. 

 Improvement of features of performance of limited network in terms of statistics (similar to rate of loss and 

jitter) in order to help multimedia traffic and other services which are sensitive to jitter. 

MPLS can create the needs of traffic engineering by using of the following points: (Junide, Network, 2001; 

Awduche, D., et al., 1999). 
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 Implementation, activation, deactivation, modification, second routing and destruction of LSPs. 

 Configuration of the exact path or free for one LSP 

 Support of the structures which are either consists of collection of existed resources in a physical path of 

LSP or not  

 Prioritizing of LSP 

 Creating of powerful paths for QOS 

 Studying about per LSP and statistical control for appropriate traffic control 

5 – Introduction of quality of services architectures 

 In this part, we explain the different QOS architecture which is proposed in the related-science articles and 

papers concisely.  

A) Heidelberg QOS model : Heiproject Mapped a quality of service model in IBM for presenting the 

guarantees of quality of service in end systems and backup networks from the guaranteed level of service and 

also presented supporting of QOS , supporting of aggregate characteristic, and finally adaptability and 

agreeability with quality of service (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). this model has been designed for 

heterogeneous requests of quality of service from unique receivers in a multi-segment group , and supports 

quality of service by filtering and media-scaling technology .   

B) XRM: The group of COMMET, proposed an extended model called XRM in the structural form for 

managing and controlling multimedia networks in Colombia university. This model contains four characteristics 

as follows: 

 Support of network management 

 Source control 

 Protocol modeling 

 Abruption of end system 

C) Omega: the Omega university of Pennsylvania has performed an experiment about relations between 

functional needs of quality of service and local ability and resource management. This architecture considers 

network like a subsidiary system that is able to provide the scope of latency and jitter during a functional system 

which can afford guarantees of quality of service. The basis of Omega System is resource reservation and end-

to-end resource management (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998).  

D) Architecture of Integrated Services: Integrated service is a IP-based structure and QOS architecture. 

Integrated service is able to present some guaranteed features such as Best Effort, Latency, Proportional latency 

control and delay bounds. Integrated services determine the mechanisms of quality of service for the network 

not for end systems. 

E) QoS-A : Quality of service architecture, is a layer architecture which is combination of services and 

mechanisms for management of quality of service and control of integration of flows in networks with several 

services (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). This architecture integrates the flows, service contracts and 

management of flow. 

F) The structure of OSI QOS: This general architecture emphasis on presentation of requests, specification 

description, divisions and management quality of service principles.  

G) Tenet Architecture: the group of Tenet in California created the Tenet architecture consists of immediate 

performance of Channel-protocol, immediate Internet protocol and constant media transfer protocol. This 

architecture is performed on the ATM network and considers to a difference between definite and statistical 

guarantees for the flows of constant media and immediate.    

H) The structure of TINA QOS: The structure of TINA QOS addresses some features of support of quality of 

service for communication functions. Producing and advertisement, mapping and qualitative reduction of 

quality of service are utilized in this architecture (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998).  

I) MASI End-To-End model: the project of CESAME in MASI laboratory presented an end-to-end quality of 

service for multimedia communications. This architecture performs a public mapping quality of service for 

ATM-based networks (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). 

J) End- system QOS structure: The researchers of Washington have proposed a structure of quality of service 

for creating guarantees of quality of service in end-service for network multimedia communications. The four 

main elements of this architecture are: characteristics, mapping, Performance of quality of service and 

administration protocol (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). 

 

6 – The qualitative comparison of mentioned architectures: 

 The tables of 4 to 6 compare the architectures together according to production, control and management of 

quality of service. Table 4 considers to abilities of production of quality of service in different architectures, 

table 5 compares the quality of service control and table 6 compares the principles of quality of service 

management. The comparisons have been done with the consideration of this issue that if any special 

architecture support from the known abilities in end system and network.  

 This comparison is very important because an end-to-end architecture should applies both quality of service 
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network level and quality service of end system level. The amount of E in the table represents the trivial 

applying of abilities of quality of service by architecture in the end system and the amount of N represents that 

the architecture uses abilities of quality of service in network a little. If an architecture reviews only abilities of 

quality of service in end system or network, inasmuch one of the amounts of (N) or (E) is entered in the table. If 

the architecture doesn't discuss about the abilities of quality of service in the end system or network, the amount 

of "-" is entered in the table.  

 
Table 4: The comparison of producing QOS (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). 

Models QOS Mapping QOS Resource Allocation Reception control 
XRM NوE N وE Nو(E) 

QOS-A N وE (N)وE N وE 
OSI (E)(N) N وE N وE 

Heidelberg Nو(E) N وE N وE 
TINA (E) (N) N 
IETF N وE - E 

Tenet N وE N N 

MASI (N)وE (N)وE E 

OMEGA (N)وE (N)وE (N)وE 
Washu E E - 

MPLS-based quality of service 

architecture 
(E)و N N (E)وN 

Signs Sign description 

 -Any addressing is not done in this architecture 

N و E This architecture does trivial addressing in network and end system 

(N)و (E) This architecture does not trivial addressing in network and end system 

 

 It's obvious from table 4 that MPLS-based quality of service architecture is basically an architecture which 

is focused on mechanisms of quality of service for network and the issue of end service quality of service is 

discussed as well. Despite of mentioned architectures in university of Washington and IETF, the three subjects 

of providing quality of service in introduced architecture has been discussed although the architectures of XRM 

and COS-A perform broadly based on end to end with providing of network quality of service and end system, 

but in this research MPLS-based quality of service architecture is focused on the quality of service of network 

level. All architectures except MPLS-based quality of service architecture can provide mapping of single level 

quality of service. Table 5 compares the characteristics of QOS control. The algorithms of QOS control of 

network and end system can be integrated in MPLS-based quality of service architecture. The quality of service 

management in MPLS-based quality of service architecture is superior to the other architectures because of its 

abilities of MPLS management and presentation of MMEs.  

 
Table 5: Comparison of QOS control (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). 

 QOS Schedulingمدلهای 
flow 

Shaping 
flow 

Control 
flow 

Policing 
Flow 

Synchronization 
Flow 

XRM Nو (E) - N - - 

QOS-A (N) و E E (E) Nو (E) E 

OSI - - - - - 
Heidelberg (N)و E (E) (N) N - 

TINA - -- - - (N) 
IETF - - - - - 
Tenet N N (E) N - 
MASI E - - - E 

OMEGA (N)وE E E - - 

Wash u E E - - - 
MPLS-based 

quality of service 
architecture 

(N)(E) (N)(E) (N)(E) (N)(E) - 

Signs Sign description 

 -Any addressing is not done in this architecture 

N و E This architecture does trivial addressing in network and end system 

(N)و (E) This architecture does not trivial addressing in network and end system 

   

Concluding: 

 The purpose of this article was introducing and evaluating of architecture for creating the needs and 

requests of the current Internet which is superior to DeffServ and ATM architectures in the best way. These 

needs are consist of a public quality of service architecture which is able to afford the needs of extensity and 
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management of a great mass of traffic in core internet and this happens in parallel with the other various needs 

of quality of service from different ISP-level networks is supported. MPLS, has the ability of applying big 

volumes of traffic but because MPLS doesn't have an innate structure of quality of service, that's why we 

introduced a multi-level quality of service architecture with a different characteristic in the core and perimeter of 

network. In the network perimeter, the guarantees and the principles of quality of service are recommended 

strictly by using of the same guarantees of quality of service of ATM and MPLS LSP is qualified by using of 

signaling protocol of CR-LDP. As a result the desired reliability achieved for controlling of traffic flows in the 

core and these flows can be transmitted throughout the core network through combination of each of produced 

MPLS LSPs and the guarantees of DiffServ QOS. MPLS-based quality of service is focused on quality of 

service of network level but other quality of service architectures provides single-level quality of service 

mapping. In this article, MPLS-based quality of service architecture unlike the other QOS-based architectures, is 

a special architecture that is focused on quality of service mechanisms for the network and the issue of the end 

system quality of service is discussed in it as well. In general, this architecture has the ability of integrating the 

algorithms of QOS network control and end system and also it can perform much better in comparison with the 

previous architectures. 
 

Table 6: The comparison of QOS Management (Aurrecoechea, C., et al., 1998). 

 QOS QOSمدلهای 
monitoring 

QOS 
Availability 

QOS 
Degradation 

QOS 
Maintenance 

QOS 
scalability 

XRM N - - - - 
QOS-A E (N)و(E) (N)و(E) NوE (N)و(E) 

OSI NوE - - NوE - 

Heidelberg E - (N)و(E) E - 

TINA (N) - - - - 
IETF NوE - - NوE - 

Tenet E - (N)و(E) E - 

MASI E - - E - 
OMEGA E - - E - 
Wash u - - - E - 

MPLS-based 

quality of service 
architecture 

Nو(E) (N)و(E) (N)و(E) Nو(E) (N)و(E) 

Signs Sign description 

 -Any addressing is not done in this architecture 

N و E This architecture does trivial addressing in network and end system 

(N)و (E) This architecture does not trivial addressing in network and end system 
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